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We examine here the close spatial and temporal associations
among several unique features of Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae,
specifically the Valles Marineris troughs or chasmata and their inte-
rior deposits, chaotic terrain, the circum-Chryse outflow channels,
and the subdued cratered material that covers Xanthe, Margaritifer,
and Meridiani Terrae. Though previous hypotheses have attempted
to explain the origin of individual features or subsets of these,
we suggest that they may all be related. All of these features taken
together present a consistent scenario that includes the processes
of sub-ice volcanism and other magma/ice interactions, results
of intrusive events during Late Noachian to Early Amazonian
times. c© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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INTRODUCTION

partly filled in places with Late Hesperian and Amazonian in-
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Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae contain the circum-Chryse
outflow channels and their trough (chasmata) and chaos sources
(Fig. 1). The geologic history of the region is complex. At
Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae and directly east in northern
Terra Meridiani, ancient highland cratered material is overlain
by the subdued cratered unit previously interpreted to be of Late
Noachian age (Scott and Tanaka 1986, Greeley and Guest 1987,
Witbeck et al. 1991, Rotto and Tanaka 1995; Fig. 1). This mate-
rial and all other units (of Hesperian and Noachian age) adjacent
to the chasmata were modified by disruption incurred during the
formation of the Valles Marineris chasmata and later eroded by
the outflow channels (Scott and Tanaka 1986, Witbeck et al.
1991, Rotto and Tanaka 1995).

The chasmata that compose the Valles Marineris on Mars form
the largest array of interconnected canyons in the Solar System,
over 3200 km in length. The troughs, which range from 50 to
600 km wide, are interconnected and 2- or 3-sided, except for the
enclosed Hebes Chasma (Fig. 1). The chasmata lie on a regional
high extending westward toward the Tharsis rise (Smith et al.
1999), and they are paralleled by many shallow grabens that
are part of a system radial to the Tharsis rise (Carr 1974, Wise
et al. 1979, Plescia and Saunders 1982). Areas of Ophir, Candor,
Melas, Hebes, Gangis, Juventae, and Tithonium Chasmata are
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terior deposits forming mesas and benches (McCauley 1978,
Witbeck et al. 1991).

Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae are also noted for their topo-
graphic basins and ancient valley networks (Grant 1998) and
large areas of chaotic or disrupted terrains (Saunders 1979;
Fig. 1). Chaotic terrains are generally oval, elliptical, or sub-
circular in shape; some areas are confined to possible ancient
impact craters. Originating at both the chaos and the chasmata
are the immense outflow channels that appear to have been cut in
the Late Hesperian to Early Amazonian age (Scott and Tanaka
1986, Chapman and Scott 1989, Witbeck et al. 1991, Rotto and
Tanaka 1995).

The treatise of this paper is that all of the unique features
of Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae may be interrelated. In sup-
port of this treatise is the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) Ther-
mal Emission Spectrometer (TES) discovery of concentrations
of crystalline hematite within the chasmata, chaos, and sub-
dued material of Meridiani, Xanthe, and Margaritifer Terrae
(Christensen et al. 1998, 2000a, 2001, Noreen et al. 2000).
Perhaps the chasmata, chaotic terrains, interior deposits, out-
flow channels, and subdued crater material occur together in
this locale because they all relate to and have been formed by
magma–ice interactions during intrusive events that correspond
to peak periods of Tharsis activity. In this paper, these features
and their geologic relations will be discussed in detail. While
each item taken individually is not evidence of a singular origin,
taken collectively they present a unique scenario that suggests
volcanism and ice. That the features in question are interrelated
is consistent with the evidence we present, but by no means
proof positive that they have a singular origin. Thus this paper
merely presents a valid hypothesis to be evaluated and weighed
along with many others.

OUTFLOW SOURCES: FORMED BY
NEAR-SURFACE INTRUSIONS

The chasmata are elongated along a NW–SE axis. Kasei,
Maja, and other outflow channels can be traced to eastern Valles
Marineris and Echus, Hebes, Juventae, and Gangis Chasmata
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FIG. 1. Location map showing Valles Marineris troughs (EC = Echus Chasma, HC = Hebes Chasma, OC = Ophir Chasma, CC = Candor Chasma, MC = Melas

Chasma, JC = Juventae Chasma, GC = Gangis Chasma, and EoC = Eos Chasma), Chryse Basin, and Xanthe, Margaritifer, and Meridiani Terrae; outflow channels

cr
shown in black; interior deposits shown in white; chaos shown in grey; subdued

(Fig. 1). The Valles Marineris troughs have been generally in-
terpreted as large grabens and (or) collapse structures, produced
in association with tensional stresses generated by the Tharsis
rise during the Late Noachian to Early Hesperian age (Scott and
Tanaka 1986, Witbeck et al. 1991, Lucchitta et al. 1992). Dy-
namic upwarping and rising magma caused by a local mantle
plume may account for structures at Valles Marineris (Hartmann
1973, Carr 1974, Wise et al. 1979, Chapman and Tanaka 2000).
FIG. 2. Viking mosaic centered on Aram Chaos; part of Hydaspis Chaos
on the left; location shown in Fig. 1.
atered unit shown patterned.

Maja and Tiu Valles have both chasmata and chaotic ter-
rain sources. Other circum-Chryse channels have only chaotic
sources; an example is Ares Valles, sourced by Aram, Hydaspis,
Iani, and Margaritifer Chaos (Fig. 1). Chaos consists of jumbled
and subsided blocks of material that may be explained by col-
lapse of overlying rocks due to the melting of ground ice and
expulsion of ground water and rock debris (Fig. 2; Sharp 1973,
Saunders 1979, Komatsu et al. 2000). Magmatic intrusion could
have provided the energy for the melting (Masursky et al. 1977,
Max and Clifford 2000). Eruption and drainage of magma may
have contributed to chaos subsidence (Sharp 1973) and may
have utilized fractures formed by previous impacts. Although
other scenarios for the formation of chaos are just as likely,
an eruptive origin for some chaotic terrains is consistent with
the tenuous identification of nested collapse pits with possible
maar/tuff cone rims on the northeast wall of Hydraotes Chaos
(Fig. 3) and the occurrence of concentrated crystalline hematite
within dark materials of Aram Chaos (Noreen et al. 2000). In ad-
dition, other workers have suggested that magmatic intrusions
could have mobilized subsurface CO2 ice leading to eruption
of the gas, chaotic collapse, and cryoclastic mass flows with
extreme runouts (Hoffman 2000, Tanaka et al. 2001).

INTERIOR DEPOSITS: SUB-ICE VOLCANOES

In many areas the interior deposits stand alone, separated from
the chasmata walls by a moat, giving them the appearance of
having been eroded, down-faulted, or collapsed back from their

original extent (Fig. 4; Blasius et al. 1977). Commonly a mas-
sive section of fluted rocks occurs at the base of these deposits,
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FIG. 3. (A) Viking context image showing part of east wall of Hydraotes Chaos (black inset box); white arrows point to nested pits; white inset box shows
f
Mars Orbital Camera (MOC) image 08805 (5.34 m/p). (B) Enlargement of part o

likely scoured by eolian erosion (Breed et al. 1983). Overlying
the fluted material are layered materials composed of beds of
varying thickness; rhythmic broad dark and light albedo bands
are locally present on Viking images (Lucchitta et al. 1992);
however, MOC shows many of these dark bands to be eolian
dunes that collect on benches. On many mesas, in Ophir, Candor,
and Melas Chasmata, a particularly resistant material forms a
caprock above the layered unit and may consist of volcanic ma-
terials or a cemented sedimentary unit (Lucchitta 1999).

Previously suggested origins for the layered interior deposits
include: aeolian deposits (Peterson 1981), wall debris (Nedell
et al. 1987), volcanic material (Peterson 1981, Lucchitta, 1981,
1990, Weitz 1999), and lacustrine deposits (McCauley 1978,
Carr 1981, Peterson 1981, Lucchitta, 1982, Nedell 1987, Weitz
and Parker 2000, Malin and Edgett 2000). Lucchitta (1982),
Nedell et al. (1987), and Lucchitta et al. (1992) discussed these
possibilities and concluded that the deposition of the layered
deposits in standing bodies of water may best explain the loca-
tion, apparent near horizontality of many layers, lateral continu-

FIG. 4. Oblique view of Ophir and Central Candor Chasmata within Valles

Marineris, showing interior deposit mesas; Ophir Chasma is approximately
300 km long, 180 km wide, and 5 km deep; location shown in Fig. 1.
MOC image showing raised rim.

ity, great thickness, and stratigraphic relations with other units
within Ophir, Melas, and Candor Chasmata.

Although deposition in standing water could account for some
characteristics of interior deposits, the lacustrine hypothesis was
noted to be deficient (Peterson 1981, Lucchitta et al. 1992). For
example: (1) no large channels that might have supplied the
massive amount of sediments are seen to drain into the troughs
(Lucchitta 1990); (2) a lake in the connected chasmata cannot
explain the local moats that separate some of the deposits from
the trough walls; (3) lake beds could not form the angled beds
that occur on some mound flanks (Chapman and Tanaka 2001);
and (4) a lacustrine origin cannot account for the selectively oc-
curring resistant caprock, which is present on some but not all
adjacent mesas of similar height in the interconnected Ophir,
Candor, and Melas Chasmata. Ancient terrestrial lake deposits
usually contain cyclical sequences of trangressive–regressive fa-
cies (Eugster and Surdam 1973, Eugster and Hardie 1975), and
these are not observed in the interior deposits by MOC. In-
stead, Komatsu et al. (1993) observe adjacent mounds with dis-
tinctly different morphologies, suggesting variable depositional
histories for individual mounds—an impossible scenario for la-
custrine materials. Moreover, typical lacustrine minerals such
as carbonates and other evaporites have not been detected in
Valles Marineris by the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES).
Instead, this site yields a basaltic spectrum (Christensen et al.
1998), with some lower concentration of andesite (Bandfield
et al. 2000).

Others have noted that a volcanic origin for the interior de-
posits is supported by the regional volcano–tectonic setting of
Valles Marineris, tuff-like weathering of layers, and the occur-
rence of dark materials in the chasmata, and is consistent with
the layer diversity and the low albedo and high competence

of some layers (Peterson 1981, Geissler et al. 1990, Lucchitta
1990, Witbeck et al. 1991, Weitz 1999). Whereas Nedell et al.
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FIG. 5. MOLA profiles across Hebes Chasma, looking east. Hebes Chasma
is approximately 300 km wide; location shown in Fig. 1.

(1987) cited a lack of volcanic craters within Valles Marineris,
they acknowledged that subaqueous eruptions might have buried
such vents. Later, Lucchitta (1990, 1999) showed some irregular
depressions that could be calderas.

Recently, we have interpreted the interior deposits to be sub-
ice volcanoes based on their dimensions, morphologies, and as-
sociated catastrophic floods and other geologic events (Chapman
and Tanaka 2001). We contend that sub-ice eruptions are con-
sistent with all of the previous observations (see Table 1 in
Chapman and Tanaka 2001), as these eruptions form unstable
temporary lakes and result in volcanoes, mostly formed in a
lacustrine environment. On Earth, these eruptions are initially

overlain by ice, subsequently followed by meltwater (derived canic origin are the near-infrared spectral data from the ISM

from ice by volcanic heat) overlain by an ice cupola. If the (imaging spectrometer for Mars) instrument on board Phobos 2
FIG. 13. On left, MOLA topography of area encompassing that of Fig. 1; on r
basin beneath the subdued cratered unit; adapted from Smith et al. 1999.
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pile emerges from the meltwater as an englacial (en-ice) lake
(the cupula melts away), a resistant caprock may be emplaced,
resulting in a tuya (Van Bemmelen and Rutten 1955, Chapman
et al. 2000). Tuyas generally have three main constituents, in
the following general stratigraphic order: (1) pillow lava, (2)
layered and massive hyalotuffs (highly vesicular, altered, and
compacted glass shards) and hyaloclastites, overlain by (3) re-
sistant lava (Van Bemmelen and Rutten 1955). Sub-ice pillow
lava resembles normal suboceanic pillows, except that they are
riddled by cooling joints causing them to be highly friable (Van
Bemmelen and Rutten 1955). Effusion of pillow lava gradually
transitions to explosive eruptions resulting in hyalotuffs because
of changes in (1) the volatile content of the magma and (2) the
hydrostatic pressure of the overlying water column above the
vent (Jones, 1970, Kokelaar 1986). As the hyalotuff pile grows,
it mantles and may conceal the underlying pillow lava mound,
unless, during the construction of a volcano, the water height
increases and pillows form again. Volcanic heat and ample water
in the surrounding meltwater lake cause rapid palagonite alter-
ation in variable degrees (Fisher and Schmincke 1984, Chapman
et al. 2000). Subaerial lava flows form a caprock. Finally, con-
tinued eruption may form highly erodible cinder cones above
the caprock; these may not be preserved.

The particularly resistant material that caps some Valles
Marineris mesas may be subaerial lava (Chapman and Tanaka
2001). Although many processes could form resistant rock, this
origin could account for the selective occurrence of the caprock,
as individual volcanoes form at different rates and times (ice
levels may vary); some may not reach the meltwater boundary
to form caprock. Supporting the interpretation of a sub-ice vol-
ight, figure showing inferred location of possible Late Noachian predepositional
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that indicate the interior mounds are highly water-altered palag-
onitic rocks (Murchie et al. 2000). Although a tuya origin would
require very thick ice sheets in the chasmata, it would be a much
smaller water volume than that called for by a lacustrine origin,
as water/ice levels would be below the putative-subaerial-lava
caps of resistant material (Chapman and Tanaka 2001). The in-
terior deposits are an order of magnitude larger than terrestrial
tuyas, which are limited by the volume of their ice sheets. How-
ever, many interior mounds are smaller than Hawaiian volcanoes
and there are no terrestrial ponds that can compete with the vol-
ume of Valles Marineris (Chapman and Tanaka 2001). Assuming
sufficient magma and ice supply, the difference in scale between
the terrestrial and martian landforms likely has no bearing on
whether the Mars features might be volcanic.

Some of the best-exposed interior deposits may be in Hebes
Chasma. Because they are relatively thick (Nedell et al. 1987),
talus deposits do not cover them (Peterson 1981) and no outflow
channels with eroding fluids occur (Chapman and Tanaka 2001).
There, Mars orbiter laser altimeter (MOLA) data show about a
4-km-high deposit, whose top rivals the surrounding plateau
in elevation (Fig. 5; Chapman and Tanaka 2000). In addition,
MOLA data show one mesa in east Candor Chasma (lat. 8.1◦S.,
long. 65.8◦) that also rivals the level of the plateau height. There-
fore, the uppermost deposits are likely not lacustrine, as lake de-
posits rarely reach brim full height (Malin 1976, Chapman and
Tanaka 2000). MOLA topography and MOC imagery indicate
that the Hebes, Ophir, and Candor deposits have the distinc-
tive flat-topped, table morphology of a tuya (Fig. 5; see plate
1, Figs. 7 and 8 in Chapman and Tanaka 2001). Lucchitta et al.
(1994) previously noted the similarity of the flat-topped mor-
phology of interior deposits in Gangis and Juventae Chasmata
to tuyas as well. The morphology of Icelandic tuyas are de-
scribed and illustrated at length by Van Bemmelen and Rutten
(1955). Croft (1990) suggested that the Hebes layers bear an
uncanny erosional resemblance to those of Icelandic hyaloclas-
tic mounds (uncapped sub-ice volcanoes) like Sellandafjall, in
that both have wall fluting, variable albedo layering, and a soft
cap deposit, with no obvious volcanic vents. In addition, free-
standing volcanoes can account for the local moats that separate
some of the deposits from the trough walls and the layers that
dip down at mound peripheries (Chapman and Tanaka 2001).

OUTFLOW CHANNELS: CARVED BY JÖKULHLAUPS
GENERATED BY SUBGLACIAL VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

The most commonly cited origin for the outflow channels is
catastrophic flooding (Baker et al. 1992). On Earth, catastrophic
floods are formed only by natural or man-made dam bursts or
subglacial volcanic eruptions (Baker and Milton 1974). The fact
that chasmata lead to outflow channels suggests that these voids
held a source of ponded water. If the interior deposits are tuyas
and hyaloclastite mounds, then they are evidence of ice within
Valles Marineris and an eruption-induced flood origin for some

of the outflow channels.
D TANAKA

In Iceland, subglacial eruptions produce enough meltwater
to float the overlying ice cap; subsequent floods pour down
subglacial channels carrying rapidly quenched and shattered
basaltic debris (Van Bemmelen and Rutten 1955). When these
jökulhlaups debouch from the glaciers, they tear off large blocks
of ice and entrain underlying material (Williams and McBirney
1979). As the onrushing floods bulk up with debris they may
transition into lahars (volcanic mass flows; Van Bemmelen,
1949) that fan out on the “sandur plains” of southern Iceland
and spread into the sea. In a fashion similar to jökulhlaups,
catastrophic floods debouching from chasmata and chaotic ter-
rains may have bulked up with eroded material to form mass
flows (Tanaka 1997, 1999, Chapman and Kargel 1999). Mass
flow deposits in Chryse Planitia are consistent with the large lo-
cally imbricated rocks observed at the Pathfinder Site below Tiu
and Ares Valles and with the lobate flow fronts in Chryse basin
(Fig. 1; Nummedal and Prior 1981, Jöns 1990, Lucchitta 1998,
Chapman and Kargel 1999, Nelson and Greeley 1999, Tanaka
1999). Rice (2000) noted that MOC and Pathfinder images show
transverse ribs, boulders, pit craters, imbricated rocks, percus-
sion marks, and possible conglomerate, similar to those formed
by jökulhlaups on the sandur plains of Iceland. However, these
features occur in all catastrophic flood environments.

Mass flows sourced from chaos, while having a volcanic trig-
ger at depth (i.e., elevated heat flow) may not have experienced
volcanism at the surface. Magmatic intrustions could have mo-
bilized subsurface CO2 leading to cryoclastic mass flows with
extreme runouts (Hoffman 2000, Tanaka et al. 2001). Eruption
of subsurface CO2 would not preclude ice in the Valles Marineris
chasmata. A CO2 aquifer, as modeled by Hoffman (2000), has a
basal layer of water that could infill surface voids after CO2 erup-
tion (N. Hoffman, personal communication, 2001) and freeze.
CO2 eruption, later water filling the chasmata, subsequent ice
melting by sub-ice volcanism, and jökulhlaup-induced mass
flows could presumably all be due to the continued rise of lo-
cal magma sources to the surface. Therefore mass flows via
the outflow channels may well have been cryoclastic as well as
volcaniclastic. If the chaos is formed solely by CO2 eruption,
perhaps magma did not continue to rise to the surface at these
locales and water remained in the subsurface.

In Valles Marineris, from central Melas Chasma to Eos
Chasma (Fig. 1), MOLA topography indicates a net uphill gradi-
ent of 0.03◦ across 1500 km (from Melas to Eos Chasma; Smith
et al. 1999). Assuming that this gradient has not been modified by
later tectonism or resurfacing, it would have resulted in a 1-km-
high barrier to water flowing out to the Chryse channels (Smith
et al. 1999). Cryoclastic flows can surmount topographic barri-
ers (Hoffman 2000). Alternatively, sub-ice eruptions may have
generated jökulhlaups whose direction of flow was controlled
by the gradient of an overlying ice sheet in Valles Marineris
(Chapman and Tanaka 2000). Upslope flow can occur beneath
temperate glaciers because the slope of the bedrock and the
tial (Paterson 1994, Björnsson 1988). If an ice plug controlled
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the flow at Valles Marineris, it would have to have been at least
1.125 km thick.

A similar event occurred in association with the 13-day-long
fissure eruption in Gjálp, Vatnajökull, Iceland in October 1996
(Gudmundsson et al. 1997, Chapman et al. 2000). Significant
storage of meltwater did not occur at the eruption site of Gjálp,
but rather up the bedrock slope in the Grı́msvötn caldera lake
for 5 weeks before it was released in a very swift jökulhlaup
(Gudmundsson et al. 1997).

If the hypothetical ice plug in the Valles Marineris was frozen
at its base, the floods may have flowed through ice tunnels (or
through uppermost permeable ice zones; Smellie 2000) instead
of along the ice–ground interface. Possible glacial scour features
are not observed in Viking imagery until the point where the
channels exit Maja Valles, Echus and Gangis Chasmata, and the
chaotic terrains. Perhaps in the upper reaches of the channels,
scour and moraine development is either buried by eolian dunes,
did not occur due to flow through ice, or did not become large
enough to observe in dark albedo channel/chasmata areas that
are covered by mostly low-resolution Viking data. Therefore the
channels may be explained by a combination of floods, glaciers,
and mass-flow processes (Chapman and Kargel 1999).

Stratigraphic relations and geomorphic features indicate that
the Kasei and Maja Valles systems have had at least two episodes
of erosion (Neukum and Hiller 1981, Chapman and Scott 1989,
Chapman et al. 1991, Tanaka and Chapman 1992, Baker 1982,

T
h
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heilig and Greeley 1979). Some of the major channel surfaces
ave similar crater densities and may have been active simulta-

FIG. 6. Viking Orbiter image 655A64 (259 m/p) at about lat. 1.5◦ N., long. 359◦ showing erosional contacts of the subdued cratered (large arrows) and etched

Guest 1987). Viking images show that both the subdued and
etched units overlie the surrounding Middle Noachian materials
small arrows) units; both units overlie the cratered unit of the Middle Noachian a
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neously, whereas others have distinctly separate ages (Rotto and
Tanaka 1995). This pattern of multiple discharge areas active at
about the same time, and others repeatedly active, is similar to
the eruptive patterns of terrestrial volcanic fields. Terrestrial field
evidence suggests repeated drainage and refilling of tuya lakes
(Smellie and Skilling 1994, Skilling 1994), which occur typi-
cally in unstable, active volcanic regions (Björnsson 1988). This
pattern may also argue against cryoclastic flow acting alone, as
CO2 eruption may be a one-time per locale event (N. Hoffman,
personal communication, 2001).

SUBDUED CRATERED PLAINS MATERIAL: LATE
NOACHIAN, VOLUMINOUS IGNIMBRITES?

In the highland regions of Xanthe, Meridiani, and Margaritifer
Terrae (Fig. 1), the subdued cratered material (unit Np12; Scott
and Tanaka 1986) has an intermediate albedo and a friable sur-
face appearance and buries large craters. The unit has a super-
posed crater density, as determined from Viking data, similar
to that of Early Hesperian ridged plains, which is depicted as
possibly a younger unit and mapped as having a dashed (gra-
dational or uncertain) contact with the subdued cratered unit in
south Lunae Planum (Scott and Tanaka 1986, Witbeck et al.
1991). North Terra Meridiani is mapped as two Noachian units:
the widespread subdued cratered unit and an aerially restricted
etched unit (Figs. 6 and 7; Scott and Tanaka 1986, Greeley and
ge; location shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 7. Viking Mosaic of north Terra Meridiani, showing subdued cratered and etched units; stars mark buried outlines of Noachian impact craters >30 km

and Parker 1997, Chapman 1999a,b, Tanaka 2000, Christensen
in diameter, white letters denote location of figures.

(Fig. 6; Chapman 1999a,b, Chapman and Tanaka 2000), as
do MOC images (Christensen et al. 2000b). In Xanthe and
Margaritifer Terrae, the subdued unit is cut by the Late Noachian
to Early Hesperian chasmata and by midHesperian age chaotic
terrains and outflow channels (Scott and Tanaka 1986, Witbeck
et al. 1991). The subdued unit’s stratigraphic age of Middle to
Late Noachian appears to be supported by the somewhat con-
tentious results (see below) from the Viking- and MOC-based
crater count data of Terra Meridiani.

The Unit in Terra Meridiani

Viking-based crater counts in Terra Meridiani showed the sub-
dued cratered unit to be comparable in age to the ridged plains
of Hesperia, Syrtis Major, Lunae Planum, and south of Hellas
(Schultz and Lutz 1988). However, counts from MOC data sug-
gest different ages. Kelsey et al. (2000) suggest that densities of
small “fossil” craters (250 m to 2 km) indicate a very ancient
(4 Ga?) deposit that has been exhumed recently (20–2 Ma?).
Hartmann (2001) included the fossil craters and found densities
near his saturation equilibrium curve. He concluded that this
constrained the surface to have “formed roughly 4 Ga ago,” in
Noachian time. From the counts of small, fresh craters superim-
posed on the old features, he proposed an exhumation with “a
model age as low as 1 to 40 Ma,” formed in Late Amazonian
time. The results of counts of small “fossil” craters are curious
because they contradict Viking counts of larger craters and be-
cause “fossil” craters >2 km have not been observed. Crater
counts at MOC resolution which do not include “fossil” craters
indicate that the subdued unit in Terra Meridiani is younger than

Noachian and may be as young as Amazonian (Gilmore et al.
2001). Since Gilmore et al. (2001) did not count the subdued
“fossil” craters, their results may correspond with Hartmann’s
estimate of a surface exposed in the Amazonian. Regardless of
the cratering ages, the subdued and etched units are both strati-
graphically younger than surrounding Middle Noachian units
and possibly older than the chasmata, if the subdued unit is truly
continuous to Valles Marineris. Because the two units are asso-
ciated spatially, they may consist of related materials that have
very different rock attributes (Chapman 1999a).

In the north Terra Meridiani area, the subdued and etched units
nearly bury at least 20 Noachian impact craters about 30 km
in diameter (Fig. 7). Using crater rim height/diameter relations
for martian craters (Pike 1974, 1977, Garvin et al. 2000) and
an average crater diameter of 35 km, the combined minimum
thickness of the subdued cratered unit and underlying etched
unit is about 368 m. This thickness is much less than the 1-km
thickness suggested by Schultz and Lutz (1988). The method
assumes that the deposit is likely not thick enough to bury craters
much larger than 30 km in diameter or we would not see the ghost
rims of the smaller 30-km ones.

Viking and MOC images show few impact craters, most
<5 km in diameter, superposed on the subdued cratered unit.
High-resolution Viking images (25–30 m/p; revs 746A and 408B)
show the subdued unit to be smooth. However, MOC images
show numerous, small similar-height ridges, a few tens of me-
ters apart, that may not be yardangs or eolian dunes (Edgett
and Malin 2000). Many workers have suggested that the sub-
dued unit is some type of friable material, perhaps eroded by
wind (Schultz and Lutz 1988, Presley and Arvidson 1988, Edgett
et al. 2000b). Sand-sized material may cover the unit based on
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FIG. 8. Viking Orbiter image 709A30 (18 m/p) shows circular rimless
mesa, infilled with bright etched unit; black inset box shows part of low-
resolution Viking context image; white inset box shows part of MOC image
09003 (5.49 m/p).

fine-component thermal inertia data (221–423 J m−2 s−0.5 K−1)
acquired by Viking (Christensen 1986, Edgett and Parker 1997,
Christensen et al. 2000b), indicating an average surface particle
size equivalent to coarse sand. The unit appears to be layered
based on one MOC image (Christensen et al. 2000b) and con-
tains the initial hematite area spotted by the TES instrument
(Christensen et al. 1998), which is associated with the areas of
fine ridges (Edgett and Malin 2000).
Northeast of the hematite area, the underlying, somewhat rim to fill its topographic low. The characteristic ability to flow

brighter etched unit crops out in a band, as much as 100 km

FIG. 9. Scattered mounds or buttes in deposits infilling large craters; location shown in Fig. 7. (A) MOC image 3001 (subframe 3.2 × 3.5 km) shows

over topographic highs is common to both eolian and ignimbrite
buttes among long wind-eroded troughs (black inset box shows Viking context im
termination of deposit on Viking context image.
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wide, between lat. 0◦ and 5◦ N (Fig. 7). The etched unit fills
older craters, as does the subdued unit, but not nearly to the
same obscuring degree, indicating that it may be thinner. High-
resolution Viking images (revs 708A and 709A; 25–28 m/p)
show that the etched unit erodes into streamlined knobs, which
are likely yardangs. In other areas, this unit has been eroded to
expose small, scattered, nonstreamlined mounds or buttes. In
several places, the bright etched unit forms perfectly circular
mesas, suggesting that it infilled older craters whose rims were
later eroded away (Fig. 8). No fluvial features or geomorphic
evidence of ground ice is observed. The yardangs and rimless
crater fillings indicate that the etched unit is somewhat resistant
to erosion. MOC images show that the etched unit is also layered
(Christensen et al. 2000b).

Many of the large impact craters that bound the subdued and
etched units appear to be partly filled with these depositional
units. On the west edge of the units, a MOC image shows a bright
deposit on the floor of a 30-km-wide impact crater (Fig. 9A). This
deposit has long wind-eroded troughs with scattered mounds or
buttes among them (Fig. 9A). High-resolution (16 m/p) Viking
images also show similar mounds within crater fill on the east
edge of the north Terra Meridiani units (Fig. 9B). MOC images
show that these types of mounds can also be found elsewhere
on outcrops of the etched unit. These mounds and buttes are
similar in size and shape to fumarolic mounds formed by va-
por escape in terrestrial ignimbrites and in sediments overlying
cooling volcanic materials (Chapman 1999a,b). Fumaroles are
preferentially cemented in relation to surrounding materials and
are exposed when erosion strips away surrounding friable mate-
rial. The crater fill of Fig. 9B has a lobate termination. Although
this appearance may be due to erosion, if it is a primary fea-
ture, then the lobe suggests that material flowed up the crater
age). (B) Viking Orbiter image 709A43 (16 m/p); black inset box shows lobate
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deposits. If eolian, then the sequences have two strikingly differ-
ent albedos and lithification states; if ignimbritic in composition,
then we may be observing zones of differential welding and (or)
alteration.

The Unit in Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae

The outcrops of the subdued crater unit within Xanthe and
Margaritifer Terrae are very similar to those of north Terra
Meridiani. Although Scott and Tanaka (1986) mapped these
areas as distinct outcrops, Rotto and Tanaka (1995) mapped
this unit contiguously across all three regions. Based on MOC
observations, Malin and Edgett (2000) suggest that the unit is
variably layered and continuous from Terra Meridiani to Valles
Marineris. In Xanthe Terra, the subdued cratered unit can be
observed to fill Noachian craters from 30 to 80 km in diameter
to variable depths (Fig. 10). Using crater rim height/diameter
relations (Pike 1974, 1977, Garvin et al. 2000), the minimum
thickness range is found to vary from about 340 to 560 m. The
variation in fill depth may be due to heterogeneity in the orig-
inal depositional thickness or to erosional removal. Wilhelms
(1974) argued that the plains, or subdued unit in this region,
was depositional and suggested that much of the plains mate-
rial was perhaps volcanic cover based on its contemporaneous
relationship with the wrinkle-ridged plains of Tharsis.

Possible Compositions of the Subdued Unit

TES data indicate a concentration of crystalline hematite
within the subdued unit of North Terra Meridiani (Christensen

FIG. 10. Viking mosaic showing variable fill of subdued cratered unit in

Xanthe Terra; centered at lat. 3◦S., long. 22.5◦; letters denote diameters of nearly
buried craters (a = 80 km, b = 50 km, c = 40 km, d = 30 km).
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et al. 1998) and within Aram Chaos (Christensen et al. 2000a,
Noreen et al. 2000) and Valles Marineris (Noreen et al. 2000,
Christensen et al. 2001) of Xanthe Terra. Xanthe Terra has a
basaltic TES spectral signature similar to that of most of the mar-
tian southern highlands. However, Margaritifer and Meridiani
Terrae display lower concentrations of basaltic andesite to an-
desite, relative to the high concentrations found in the northern
plains (Bandfield et al. 2000). Andesitic compositions may be
consistent with the interpretation that the subdued unit is tephra
material, because this composition is more silicic than basalt.
Most geologists are familiar with widespread terrestrial ign-
imbrites that are silicic (Fisher and Schmincke 1984), although
a few are basaltic (Van Bemmelen and Rutten 1955). However,
on Earth the basalt/andesite transition has been suggested to be
a viscosity barrier in magma, above which large explosive erup-
tions are possible (Smith 1979, Francis and Wood 1982), and
on Mars, even basalts may generate large explosive eruptions
(Wilson and Head 1981, 1983). Production of substantial tephra
from compositions as mafic as basalt is possible, due to the low-
pressure environment on Mars (Wilson and Head 1994, Fagents
and Wilson 1996). Perhaps outflow channel erosion removed
large amounts of the andesitic subdued unit from Xanthe Terrae,
thus depositing the basaltic andesite material in the northern
plains. Thus, the andesite (and hematite) in Terra Meridiani may
be a relic deposit, undisturbed by catastrophic floods.

Possible Origins of the Subdued Unit

Previously, the subdued cratered unit has been interpreted
to be thin, interbedded lava flows, eolian material, paleopo-
lar deposits, or water-laid sediments that partly bury underly-
ing rocks, whereas the etched unit has been interpreted to be
water-laid sediments (carbonates?) or ancient cratered material
degraded by wind erosion, decay of ground ice, and minor flu-
vial erosion (Scott and Tanaka 1986, Greeley and Guest 1987,
Schultz and Lutz 1988, Edgett and Parker 1997, Kelsey et al.
2000). Although both units are characterized by layered mate-
rials, they lack any other geomorphologic feature that would
be diagnostic of origin other than the etched material having
bright albedo layers that erode into yardangs. Paleopolar depo-
sits (Schultz 1985, Schultz and Lutz 1988) are doubtful be-
cause (1) early buildup of Tharsis makes polar wander un-
likely after the Middle Noachian (Tanaka 2000), and (2) the
timing of polar wander would require materials (such as the
Medusae Fossae Fm.) to be much older than the stratigraphy
indicates (Scott and Tanaka 1982). The water-laid sedimen-
tary interpretation is based on (1) the relatively low and flat
topography of the area, (2) possible evaporite deposits noted by
Lee (1993) within large, old craters, (3) dunes and Viking rock
abundance and thermal inertia that indicate sand-sized mate-
rial, (4) few valley networks, (5) smooth surface of the subdued
crater unit, and (6) lack of mantling that would support vol-
canic or eolian airfall (Edgett and Parker 1997, Malin and Edgett

2000). However, TES has not shown carbonates or evaporites on
Mars. Even “white rock,” another famous suspected crater-fill
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evaporite, lacks spectral evidence for an aqueous origin (Ruff
et al. 2000).

We would like to suggest an alternative theory of origin, to be
evaluated and weighed along with the hypothesis that material is
water-laid sediments. It is possible that the andesitic TES signa-
ture and other observations, such as layering, scattered mounds,
local lobate terminations, and variable albedo, may be more
consistent with ignimbrites and ash falls. MOLA topography
indicates that the Terra Meridiani deposit occurs on a gentle
slope—an unlikely position for lacustrine deposits. While ign-
imbrites follow preexisting topography and flow into low areas
(Fisher and Schmincke 1984), they can mantle slopes. Although
sand-sized and larger material obviously can be found in aque-
ous sediments (Edgett and Parker 1997), these grain sizes are
also common to ash flows (Murai 1961, Fisher and Schmincke
1984). Ignimbrites/ash falls would be expected to lack valley
networks. Contrary to Viking observations, MOC images show
that the unit is not smooth but rather contains numerous fine
scale ridges (Edgett and Malin 2000). Mantling is an undiag-
nostic criterion as airfall, ash flow, and water-laid sediments all
form overburden materials that mantle/cover/subdue underlying
units. Like the subdued and etched units, ash deposits are lay-
ered and have variable albedoes due to compositional changes
or differing degrees of alteration.

Formation of the Concentrated Hematite

Christensen et al. (2000a,b) have considered five possible
mechanisms for the formation of the crystalline hematite: (1)
chemical precipitation that includes origins by (a) precipita-
tion from standing, oxygenated, Fe-rich water, (b) precipita-
tion from Fe-rich hydrothermal fluids, (c) low-temperature
dissolution and precipitation through mobile groundwater leach-
ing, and (d) formation of surface coatings; and (2) thermal ox-
idation of magnetite-rich lava. They favor chemical precipita-
tion models involving precipitation from Fe-rich water based
on (1) their perceived association of the hematite with lacus-
trine sedimentary materials (Edgett and Parker 1997), (2) the
large geographic area in which hematite has been detected,
(3) an apparent large distance of the hematite from regional
heat sources, and (4) the lack of evidence for extensive
hydrothermal groundwater processes elsewhere on Mars
(Christensen et al. 2000a). Additional spectral studies suggest
that the hematite may be composed of axis-oriented hematite
grains, which may occur as metamorphosed, schistose hematite
deposits or as very well aligned, platy, discrete hematite particles
(Lane et al. 2000).

In counterpoint argument to the TES Team’s basis for their
model, the association of the hematite solely with lacustrine sed-
imentary material is outdated, as the above discussion notes an
alternative to this origin. Secondly, an ash-flow/fall origin for
the subdued cratered unit may account for the unit’s outcrops
across a large geographic area with variable slopes and eleva-

tions. Thirdly, crystalline hematite has been found in several
locales within the subdued unit—a plains unit associated with
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chaos and chasmata in Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae—huge,
possible eruptive sites that could have vented widespread ash
flows and provided regional heat sources. In addition, hematite
occurs well within the chasmata. Finally, possible evidence and
influence of volcanism-induced hydrothermal systems on Mars
have long been recognized (Schultz et al. 1982, Brakenridge
et al. 1985, Gulick and Baker 1989, 1990). Fe-rich hydrothermal
fluids might be generated by volcanic heat from below (Noreen
et al. 2000). Noreen et al. (2000) suggest El Laco, Chile as
a possible terrestrial analog site for the martian hematite de-
posits. Magnetite–hematite deposits on El Laco volcano, Chile,
contain copious amounts of primary and secondary hematite
associated with andesitic ash flows (Nyström and Henrı́quez
1994). The deposits are composed of axis-oriented crystals due
to flow layering and stratification of erupted material (Nyström
and Henrı́quez 1994). Hematite occurs within the magnetite
deposits (Henrı́quez and Martin 1978). The magnetite bodies
are thought to be either primary volcanic flows (Naslund et al.
1997, 1998) or to have formed via metasomatic replacement
of andesite flows and hydrothermal precipitation (Rhodes et al.
1997). Minerals other than hematite have not been observed
on the martian deposits (Christensen et al. 2000b). Similar to
El Laco, perhaps this mineral paucity may be due to primary
hematite deposition and/or alteration of primary magnetite
grains. Although Catling and Moore (2001) argue that oxygen
fugacity values derived from martian meteorites are too low to
permit the direct derivation of hematite by volcanism, Shergot-
tite, Nahklite, and Chassignite meteorites, and ALH84001—
those suspected to be from Mars—are magmatic basalts and
dunites, not andesites. Terrestrial andesites can have higher
water contents and elevated oxygen fugacities in relation to
basalts and dunites.

To address the argument that the hematite is schistose and
originally water-laid (Edgett and Parker 1997), fine-grained,
red hematite would need to be recrystallized to coarser, gray
hematite through low-grade metamorphism produced by burial
with as much as 4 km of material (Lane et al. 2000). This over-
burden would then have to be stripped away, leaving the schis-
tose hematite exposed at the surface of Mars (Lane et al. 2000).
However, this thickness of overburden would be approximately
4 km higher in elevation than the lacustrine shoreline contact
envisioned by Edgett and Parker (1997). Lake sediments cannot
be deposited above water line. Alternatively, ignimbrites pro-
duce banded, flattened, and aligned shards and crystals (Chapin
and Lowell 1979, Peterson 1979), and andesitic ash flows
could produce aligned iron-rich crystals such as magnetite that
could alter to hematite (Rhodes et al. 1997). Eolian winnowing
of ash could also secondarily produce aligned minerals.

DISCUSSION

Malin and Edgett (2000) note the layering and albedo simi-

larities between the subdued unit and the interior deposits, their
mantling nature, and their lack of large clasts, and suggest that
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FIG. 11. Comparison MOC images of (A) Ophir Chasma interior deposits at lat. 4◦S., long. 72.45◦ (MOC 08204, 5.33 m/p) and (B) the subdued cratered unit

within an impact crater at lat. 11◦N., long. 4.3◦ (MOC 35104, 6.03 m/p). (C) Enlargement of part of (A), and (D) enlargement of part of (B). Note similar rounded

weathering pattern of outcrops and pits on surface of (C) and (D).

they are probably rocks of like origin and possibly fine-grained
sediments. We concur with this opinion (Chapman and Tanaka

2000) and observe that the lithologies even weather similarly in units, interpreted to be airfall ash or eolian material (Lucchitta

MOC images (Figs. 11 and 12). Furthermore, most of the fri-

◦ ◦

1999). Malin and Edgett (2000) prefer the hypothesis that the
FIG. 12. Similar appearance and weathering pattern of outcrops on MOC im
08707, 5.44 m/p), (B) the subdued cratered unit at lat. 0.4◦N., long. 9.3◦ (MOC 00
able surface of the subdued unit weathers similarly to other parts
of the interior deposits that have been subdivided into smooth
ages of (A) interior deposits of Gangis Chasma at lat. 7.5 S., long. 49.7 (MOC
740; 2.86 m/p).
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material is likely ancient lacustrine rocks. The lacustrine hy-
pothesis requires a large volume of water (often more than
the surrounding basin rim height, which the material can over-
top) and an ancient age for the stratigraphically young Valles
Marineris interior deposits (Chapman 2001). Alternatively, we
suggest that perhaps the subdued unit in the plains and the inte-
rior deposits in Valles Marineris are composed of ash formed at
distinctly different time periods.

A recent examination of TES spectra shows that like Terra
Meridiani, some areas of the interior deposits in Valles Marineris
and Aram Chaos show high concentrations of crystalline hema-
tite (Noreen et al. 2000, Christensen et al. 2001). Unlike Terra
Meridiani, the Valles Marineris hematite is associated with dark
materials (Noreen et al. 2000) previously interpreted to be vol-
canic, and some of the youngest interior materials (Geissler et al.
1990, Lucchitta 1990). The hematite mineralization may be due
to like processes operating at different times or late-stage al-
teration of similar morphologies. The latter seems unlikely as
mineralization should occur across lithologies rather than being
confined to similar-appearing rocks.

We suggest the following historical scenario that may explain
the unique features of the Xanthe, Meridiani, and Margaritifer
Terrae regions and the possible ash compositions of the subdued
unit and interior deposits. The scenario begins in the Middle to
Late Noachian age, when the predepositional topography, be-
low the few-hundred-meter-thick subdued cratered unit, must
have included a large shallow basin in Xanthe and Margaritifer
Terrae connected to another smaller basin in north Terra Merid-
iani (Fig. 13). As shown on global scale geologic (Scott and
Tanaka 1986, Greeley and Guest 1987) and MOLA maps (Smith
et al. 1999), both basins would have been separated from the
northern lowlands by a band of higher elevation Noachian ter-
rain (Fig. 13).

As noted earlier, most proposed origins of the Valles Marineris
troughs require initial development beginning in the Late
Noachian to Early Hesperian age (Scott and Tanaka 1986,
Witbeck et al. 1991, Rotto and Tanaka, 1995). Water from sub-
surface ice in aquifers might encounter rising magma associ-
ated with initial volcanism and extension at Valles Marineris
and perhaps eastward. (Eruptive sites in the terrae basins could
also include buried fissures.) On Earth, such encounters, be-
tween meteoric water and fissure-confined magma, create highly
explosive eruptions that may produce widespread ignimbrites,
which spread like huge aprons over plains (Van Bemmelen and
Rutten 1955, Fisher and Schmincke 1984). For example, the
Late Pleistocene faulting and fissuring of the midIcelandic de-
pression allowed large amounts of meteoric water to penetrate
at a high rate to great depth, contacting rising magma and
turbulently mixing to form the basaltic Ytri ignimbrite (Van
Bemmelen and Rutten 1955). (Later eruptions from basalt at
depth had less opportunity to mix with groundwater and yielded
lava; Van Bemmelen and Rutten 1955.) The subdued cratered

unit appears to be Middle to Late Noachian in age, dating from
about the formation time of initial Valles Marineris troughs/
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FIG. 14. Hypothetical scenario that accounts for features and materials
of Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae. (A) Fissure eruptions generate ignimbrites
that bury ice-rich materials; possible buried fissures indicated by dotted lines.
(B) Lava erupted into chasmata ice produces sub-ice volcanoes and floods down-
stream; inset: Dec. 19, 1998, Grı́msvötn subglacial eruption (Oddur Sigurdsson,
photographer). (C) Eruptions, beneath ice-rich materials and overlying ash, pro-
duce chaos (in black) and continued flooding.

fissures. Ash flows follow general topography and thus would
flow downslope away from Valles Marineris toward Xanthe,

Margaritifer, and Meridiani Terrae, blanketing the ground
ice that had accumulated in the basins (Fig. 14A). Fe-rich
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hydrothermal fluids could alter magnetite within the ignimbrites
and precipitate hematite at this time.

After these events and later the chaotic areas may have formed.
Increased heat flow from rising magna may have melted ground
ice (CO2 and/or H2O), collapsed the proposed overlying ign-
imbrite sheet thereby forming areas of chaotic terrain and chas-
mata, and generated mass flows and floods (Fig. 14C). The as-
sociated outflows eroded parts of the subdued cratered unit in
Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae and flowed north into Chryse
basin.

The area of the developing Valles Marineris troughs may
have become partly filled with water, freed from a confined
aquifer (Carr 1979). Alternatively, the water (and some flu-
vial material) may have been collected within the entire Xan-
the/Margaritifer/Meridiani basin region and slowly seeped into
the lows of the chasmata, from the south via runoff from over-
flow of Argyre Planitia (Parker et al. 2000) and by subsurface
sapping and surface runoff from ancient, small valley systems
(Grant 1998). The confined chasmata might continue to fill with
groundwater, which would freeze and easily pond in enclosed
areas such as Hebes Chasma. Larger ice pondings would also
be likely in nonenclosed troughs, as ice on Mars would likely
be cold-based (unable to flow) and ignimbrite deposits downs-
lope of the troughs could block their eastward openings. Fol-
lowing most of the trough formation during the Late Hesperian
age, the interior deposits were emplaced (Witbeck et al. 1991).
Similar to the Ytri eruptions, later eruptions from the troughs
may have come from basalt at depth, which unable to mix with
groundwater, may have yielded lava. Consistent with TES re-
sults for a basaltic composition for Hebes deposits (Christensen
et al. 1998) and near-infrared data from Phobos II that indicate
a water-altered palagonite composition for the interior deposits
(Murchie et al. 2000), this phase may have included the erup-
tion of basaltic lava beneath ponded ice, forming interior tuyas
(Chapman and Tanaka 2000; Fig. 14B). Unstable tuya lakes
in Echus and Juventae Chasmata could explain the episodic
floods at Kasei and Maja Valles. These meltwater lakes could
have repeatedly drained via jökulhlaups. Ice plugs in the troughs
(Fig. 14B) could explain the uphill drainage out of Valles
Marineris. The later volcanism that formed tuyas within Valles
Marineris might have occurred eastward as well, in Xanthe and
Margaritifer Terrae forming additional chaos. The outflows con-
tinued to erode Xanthe Terra. (The hematite of Xanthe Terrae
is located in what may have been areas protected from ex-
cessive outflow erosion: i.e., the crater of Aram chaos.) After
cessation of sub-ice volcanism, any remaining ice in the troughs
would have eventually sublimated. Late-stage eruption of dark
materials and their subsequent hydrothermal alteration may
have formed slightly water-altered mafic (Murchie et al. 2000)
ash and the hematite in Valles Marineris. Finally, continued
tectonism, collapse, and scarp retreat within Valles Marineris
may have obliterated some of the earlier landforms related to

sub-ice volcanism, and all areas have been heavily eroded by
the wind.
D TANAKA

CONCLUSION

Xanthe, Meridiani, and Margaritifer Terrae contain the
circum-Chryse outflow channels, their chasmata and chaos
sources, the interior deposits, and the subdued unit; some sur-
faces are locally associated with concentrations of crystalline
hematite. These unique features and their geologic relations,
taken collectively, present a consistent scenario that may sug-
gest volcanism and ice interactions. Magma within the initial
Valles Marineris fissures may have encountered water from sub-
surface ice and exploded violently, producing widespead ig-
nimbrites that blanketed Xanthe, Margaritifer, and Meridiani
Terrae and formed the layered subdued plains unit. Later, chas-
mata and chaos may have formed by near-surface magmatic
intrusions. Even later eruptions from the deepening chasmata
perhaps yielded lava. This lava may have erupted beneath
chasmata-confined cold-based ice, forming interior deposit tuyas
and generating jökulhlaups or glacial outwash floods down-
stream. The floods perhaps eroded and removed large amounts
of Xanthe Terra, thus depositing basaltic andesite material in the
northern plains. Late-stage eruptions in Valles Marineris could
have produced dark ash deposits. Finally, all units have been
subject to eolian erosion for eons. The hematite mineralization
may be due to late-stage alteration or a combination of ancient
and young alteration of volcanic ash by Fe-rich hydrothermal
fluids associated with volcanism.

Although this scenario is consistent with the features in ques-
tion, we can provide no positive proof that it actually occurred.
Thus this paper merely presents a valid hypothesis to be eval-
uated and weighed along with many others. Continued study
of MGS data and information from future missions may re-
solve the origins of outflow channels, chasmata, chaos, the inte-
rior deposits, the subdued unit, and concentrations of crystalline
hematite.
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